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INTRODUCTION
This book is all about how to sleep in a way that stops your anxiety and panic at a
very basic level.

I use the word “basic” because poor quality sleep, or not enough sleep, can single-
handedly be the cause of all your anxiety-related problems. Even if the rest of your
life is in great order you can still suffer all kinds of unpleasant anxiety-related
problems purely because you’re not sleeping well.

However mild or severe your anxiety is right now, the following statement is true:

• If you learn how to get excellent quality sleep night after
night, your anxiety-related problems will cure themselves.

I know that’s a bold claim, but when you start using and benefiting from the
techniques you’ll learn in this book you’ll immediately understand why I’m being so
bold.

There are 3 individual techniques that make up the contents of this book.

Each of these techniques on their own will improve one aspect of your sleep, and will
greatly reduce your anxiety whilst improving the quality of your life. But the magic
happens when you use all 3 techniques together.

That’s when you’ll start to get the kind of sleep that can end your anxiety and change
your life.

W H Y T H E W A Y Y O U S L E E P R I G H T N O W
I S C A U S I N G A L L Y O U R A N X I E T Y -

R E L A T E D P R O B L E M S
You’re not sleeping well enough, and it’s causing your anxiety, or it’s making your
anxiety many times worse than it would otherwise be.
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It’s as simple as that.

It may be that you’re not getting enough sleep, or it may be that you’re not getting
enough good sleep. Most likely, it’s both.

Sleep heals you - your immune system, your ability to heal, and your energy reserves
all depend on getting the right amount of high quality sleep. Good quality sleep also
helps you to wake up feeling rested, relaxed, and ready for the day ahead.

Contrast that to not getting enough high quality sleep.

Countless studies have shown that your immune system can plummet by as much as
half after missing just one night of sleep. That means that if you don’t go to bed
tonight, in the morning you’re twice as likely to get sick as someone who slept
peacefully all night.

I’m sure you know a lot of this. But there’s a side to sleep you probably don’t know.
It’s the side that’s responsible for your anxiety, and it’s the side that no one talks
about.

I F Y O U H A V E A N X I E T Y , P A N I C
A T T A C K S , O R D E P R E S S I O N , Y O U D O N ’T

S L E E P R I G H T
When my anxiety was at its worst, I started taking a very close look at sleep.

I knew that sleep was closely linked to all my anxiety-related problems, because the
moment my anxiety acted up my sleep went out the window. And the opposite was
true too. Anytime my sleep went out the window, it made my anxiety act up.

And by “act up,” I mean that I would start having 10 or 15 panic attacks a day and be
unable to leave the house for months at a time.

So I read books on sleep - dozens of them. I watched documentaries, looked at all
the high profile studies. And what I discovered was that when you live with increased
anxiety or depression, you simply don’t sleep right.

You’ve probably heard that we sleep in cycles.

To keep it simple, all you need to know is that all sleep falls into one of two
categories. REM sleep, and non-REM sleep. REM sleep normally accounts for about a
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quarter of your sleep during any given night, and this is the stage where dreams
happen.

Non-REM sleep accounts for the other three quarters of your sleep each night, and
dreams don’t happen in this stage.

At least, that’s what experts believed - until recently.

It turns out that you actually dream just as much in both types of sleep, REM and
non-REM. But there’s a big difference in the way you dream in each of these two
stages, and it’s all because of a little thing in your brain called the amygdala.

The amygdala is the part of your brain that handles all the horrible stuff like anxiety,
panic, fear, anger, rage, and so on. It’s also the part of your brain that sets off a panic
attack when you’re experiencing extreme anxiety.

Your amygdala is much more active during REM sleep than it is during non-REM
sleep, which means that the dreams you have in REM sleep are much more
emotionally-charged. Things like anxiety, fear, anger, and panic are much more likely
to occur in your REM dreams than they are in non-REM dreams.

Luckily, only around a quarter of sleep takes place in the REM stage. Any more than
that and the negative, emotionally-charged dreams that take place during REM sleep
would have a damaging affect on you and your mental state when you’re awake.

But here’s where the big problems comes in.

Most people go immediately into non-REM sleep when they fall asleep, and then
they cycle between REM and non-REM throughout the night.

But sleep scientists have recently discovered that people who experience increased
anxiety, panic attacks, or depression go immediately into REM sleep when they fall
asleep, skipping the non-REM sleep stage that should come first.

Even worse, these people don’t just go immediately to the REM stage of sleep - they
go there and they stay there - all night.

What does that mean?

It means that if you have increased anxiety or depression in your life that your sleep
will always be full of negative, emotionally-charged dreams. And these dreams will
prevent you from getting peaceful, restful sleep.
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And it actually goes a lot further than just disturbing your sleep.

The dreams that you have in Non-REM sleep (these are the pleasant dreams) help
you in many ways.

Firstly, they help to keep you asleep during the night, which means you get more
sleep. Secondly, these pleasant dreams are where your subconscious mind processes
all the things that you experienced during the previous day. It’s where you ask
yourself questions about problems in your life, and where you often find answers to
these problems.

Good dreams are kind of like subconscious therapy sessions, and that’s why you
generally have a much healthier mind and outlook on life when you’re sleeping well,
and why you often have a troubled mind and a negative outlook on life when you’re
not sleeping well.

As soon as you realise how damaging it is to get the wrong kind of sleep, the goal
becomes clear: to start sleeping correctly, or to put it a little differently, to start
sleeping like someone who doesn’t have anxiety.

W H A T Y O U N E E D T O D O
T O C U R E A N X I E T Y I N Y O U R S L E E P

There are a handful of different sides to sleep, and to get the kind of sleep you need
to stop your anxiety and create a healthy and balanced mind, you need to get them
all right.

That’s what this book will show you how to do.

This book is a collection of 3 individual techniques that I created. Each of these
techniques on their own will improve the quality of your sleep and make a positive
impact on your life.

But it’s when you successfully combine all of these techniques and make them all
habits that the magic really happens.

Every stage of your sleep is going to change, and change for the better. And even
though it sounds like you’re going to have to make massive changes to the way you
approach sleep, you’re not.
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Everything you need to do to make use of the techniques and ideas in this book is
simple, and once it becomes a habit it will be no harder than anything you do right
now.

Sleep is one of those things where it isn’t hard to do the right thing. The hard part is
finding out what the right thing is.

Here’s a quick look at each of the 3 techniques I’m going to show you, and what each
of them will do for you. Seeing them all together like this ahead of time will make it
easier when it comes time for me to show you exactly how to use each technique.

Technique #1: Sleep Clinic

The first step. Think of it like the primer. All the basic sleep do’s and don’ts can be
found here.

This is the only one of the 3 techniques that won’t be “all new” to you.

But I had to include this to make sure you’re not getting the basic things wrong. Like
all things, a good foundation is essential. Once you’ve gone through Sleep Clinic
you’ll instantly stop any small mistakes you’ve been making with your sleep and
you’ll be in a great position to move onto the second technique.

Technique #2: The Pre-Sleep Shutdown

The technique I’ll show you in this section has the power to single-handedly change
your life.

Remember just now when I told you that people with anxiety don’t get the right kind
of sleep? Well, this technique will change that instantly.

• You’ll learn how to immediately stop the worry and anxiety
that consumes your mind when you’re lying in bed at night

• You’ll learn how to change the state of your mind from a
highly-strung one to a calm one that’s ready for peaceful,
restful, undisturbed sleep

• You’ll find out how to get yourself in exactly the right mood
so that falling asleep becomes easy and effortless
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The technique you’ll learn in this section depends on two things: a simple series of
new thoughts you’re going to think when you’re in bed, and mindfulness meditation.

Don’t worry if you don’t have a clue what mindfulness meditation is. I’ll explain
exactly what to do.

Technique #3: How To Go To Sleep

In this section I’ll show you how to fall asleep. That might seem kind of strange,
because falling asleep isn’t something most people think they need to be “taught” to
do.

But believe it or not, there is actually a correct way to fall asleep.

People without anxiety or panic-related problems generally get this right
instinctively, but when you have anxiety problems you almost always get it wrong.

Once you’ve gone through this section, you’ll know exactly what to do to fall asleep
quickly, and you’ll also make it much less likely that you’ll wake up during the night.
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SLEEP CLINIC
The Sleep Clinic isn’t really a single technique at all. It’s a collection of very basic tips
to make sure you’re starting out with a solid foundation.

You may already know some of these tips, and you may even be using some of them
already, but I had to include them or this section wouldn’t be complete.

If you ignore too many of the tips in this Sleep Clinic section then the more important
techniques that follow won’t work the way they should.

Important note: it will be impossible for you to follow every tip in this section, due to
your existing schedule and your work/family commitments. But that’s okay. All you
need to do is stick to as many of these basic tips as possible, and that will give you
the solid foundation you need for the rest of the Self-Healing Sleep section to work.

Okay, let’s get started.

Tip #1: Same Time Each Night
And Same Time Each Morning

To get good quality sleep, and to get lots of it, one of the most important things for
you to do is stick to a regular sleeping schedule.

Do your best to go to sleep at exactly the same time each night and get up the same
time each morning.

Your body has an internal clock, and when it’s settled in a very predictable routine
and it knows what’s coming every single day and night, it allows you to fall asleep
quickly and wake up feeling refreshed.

If your lifestyle makes it hard for you to go to bed and get up at the same times every
day, just do your best. Even if you improve just a bit from how you are now, it’ll make
a difference.

One thing to beware of in this area is sleeping late on days off and weekends.
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If you get up at the same early time every morning but suddenly on the weekends
you get up at 10 o’clock, all your good work is undone, and your internal clock will
spend most of the next week trying to get back on schedule.

So get up at the same time every day, even when you don’t have to be up early.

Tip #2: The 1 Hour Cool
Down Before Bed

To give yourself the best chance of falling asleep quickly, and falling instantly into the
right kind of sleep, you need to be as relaxed as you can possibly be in the hour or so
leading up to bedtime.

Most of this is common sense, but here are some things to avoid in the 60 minutes
before you go to bed:

• No exciting TV shows (no TV at all is ideal)

• No loud or heavy music (relaxing music works great
though)

• No showers (too invigorating - baths work better, but even
these should be avoided right before bed)

• No exercise or physical exertion

• No arguing or tension with friends or family members

• No stimulants like coffee or anything sugary

• No food (you don’t want your stomach trying to digest food
while you try to sleep)

• No reading in bed (gentle reading before bed can work
great at helping you sleep, but don’t do it in bed. Reserve
your bed for sex and sleep and nothing else)

Don’t read that list and think you have to become a monk to be able to get good
sleep! It’s only the final hour before bedtime where you have to avoid all this stuff,
so you have no excuses!

For anything that’s not on that list that you’re not sure about, just use common
sense. You know what stimulates your body and mind - avoid anything like that for
the final hour before bed.
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Tip #3: The Darkness Is Your Friend

It’s easier for everyone to get to sleep in the dark.

Any light at all is a stimulant to your eyes, even when they’re closed, and can prevent
you from falling asleep. And the human body has evolved over thousands of years to
sleep when it’s dark, so don’t give yourself the huge disadvantage of trying to sleep
in anything but total darkness.

One of the best investments you’ll ever make is a sleeping mask.

When you wear a sleeping mask every night, you are always guaranteed total
darkness when you sleep. This is great in the summer when the sun comes up early
and can wake you up.

Sleeping masks are also vital if you work late shifts, or if there’s any other reason that
you need to sleep when it’s bright outside.

And if you like to leave a light on in your room, or in the hallway outside your room, a
sleeping mask will stop any of the light spilling onto you and keeping you awake.

I started sleeping with one of these masks on a couple of years ago, and I would
never sleep without it now. It might feel strange to you at first, but as soon as you’re
used to it your sleep will improve hugely.

Tip #4: See The Light

Your internal body block is largely controlled and regulated by the light and the dark.
When it gets dark out, your body naturally wants to sleep. When it’s bright out, your
body naturally wants to be active.

If you don’t expose yourself to enough natural daylight, your internal clock can be
thrown out of whack.

Most of us these days are exposed to less natural light than we used to be a few
generations ago. We work in offices, we work from home, we don’t exercise outside
as much as we used to, and so on.

People with anxiety often get even less exposure to natural daylight because when
times are bad we don’t go out much, and sometimes we don’t go out at all.
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So do your best to expose yourself to natural daylight whenever you can. If you have
a balcony, sit on it for a few minutes here and there. If you have a yard or garden, sit
out there occasionally.

If you have no quick and easy way to get some natural light during the day, go and sit
by a window (or look out the window) when you get the chance. It’s still natural
daylight you’ll be exposing yourself to!

If you can expose yourself to more natural daylight, and you combine it with sleeping
in total darkness as explained in the previous tip, your internal clock will be in much
better shape, and your sleep can’t fail to improve.

Tip #5: Your Own Sleeping Paradise

Your sleep will always come more easily and be more restful if you and your
bedroom are as comfortable as possible.

For you, this means wearing loose, comfortable clothing, or perhaps very little if
that’s how you feel most comfortable. Wear clothes that aren’t going to get caught
up or twisted in the night, and make sure they won’t leave you too cold in the winter
or too hot in the summer.

For your bedroom, do everything you can to make it a calm, relaxing, pleasant place
to be. Treat yourself to new bedding, get rid of any clutter, don’t leave dirty clothes
lying around on the floor, and make sure the lighting is as soft as it can be for the
time right before you get into bed.

Making yourself more comfortable in your bedroom is one of the easiest things you
can do for yourself, but it’s also one that’s easy to overlook. Make yourself
comfortable!
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THE PRE-SLEEP
SHUTDOWN
The Pre-Sleep Shutdown is probably the most important of the 3 techniques I’m
going to show you, and it also has the potential to make the biggest and quickest
improvement to your sleep.

I originally created this technique because I was so frustrated that every night in bed
I would lie awake worrying, finding it impossible to get anywhere even close to sleep.

I wanted a way to be able to “shutdown” the worries going on in my head so that I
could feel calm, relaxed, and drift off to sleep quickly and effortlessly.

The ideas that follow in this technique work incredibly well, and once you’ve learned
them for yourself you’ll be able to use the Pre-Sleep Shutdown to:

• Instantly stop your worrying in bed as you try to sleep

• Enjoy the time you spend in bed before sleep

• Fall asleep within 20 minutes without even trying

• Stay fast asleep all night - no disturbances!

• Get the high-quality, restful sleep that leaves you feeling
refreshed in the morning

The Pre-Sleep Shutdown is a simple idea, and one that you’ll be able to start using
immediately, starting tonight. Within a week or two this whole concept will become
automatic to you, and you’ll get all the benefits it offers with zero effort.

H O W D O E S T H E P R E - S L E E P
S H U T D O W N W O R K ?

It simply “shuts-down” that part of your mind that worries as you lie in bed trying to
sleep.
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Everyone worries as they lie in bed looking for sleep, but for people with anxiety, the
worrying is strong enough for it to become a problem. Not only does this kind of
worrying make it hard for you to actually get to sleep, but it also ruins the quality of
the sleep you eventually get.

Remember earlier when I showed you that people with anxiety don’t sleep right? A
huge reason for that is the worrying you do before you eventually fall asleep. It
creates a mood in you that makes it impossible to have restful, relaxing sleep.

The quickest way to turn this problem around is to completely change the mood
you’re in for those final few minutes before you actually drift off to sleep.

If your final ten minutes before you go to sleep can be changed into completely
restful, anxiety-free minutes, you will find that you can drop off to sleep almost
immediately, and when you wake up the following morning you will feel the
difference that truly restful sleep can make.

W H A T M A K E S T H E P R E - S L E E P
S H U T D O W N W O R K ?

Mindfulness meditation and relaxation sounds.

I’m going to show you how to use mindfulness meditation used alongside relaxation
sounds to make the time you spend in bed before sleep more pleasant and relaxing
than you ever thought possible.

Don’t worry if you’ve never heard of mindfulness meditation before, or if you don’t
know how to use it. I’ll be showing you everything you need to do, and I’ll be keeping
it ultra-simple.

All that mindfulness meditation requires is for you to slightly change your thoughts
and your frame of mind.

The simple changes in thoughts and your frame of mind will make it easier than ever
before to stop the worry that normally keeps you awake, and which normally leads
to low-quality sleep when you finally do drift off to sleep.
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S T O P P I N G W O R R Y A N D G E T T I N G
Y O U R S E L F R E A D Y F O R S L E E P U S I N G

T H E P R E - S L E E P S H U T D O W N
Before I get to the actual action steps you need to take to make use of this
technique, I’d like to suggest that you spend a few days getting to know the bonus
relaxation CDs that came with the main program (find them in the “Bonus” section of
the members’ area).

I know it’s tempting to jump in at the deep end, but there’s a good reason not to do
that with this technique.

When you start out using this Pre-Sleep Shutdown technique, you’re going to be
using the bonus relaxation MP3s every night in bed for the first few weeks.

But because this whole concept will be new to you, it’s a good idea for you to
become familiar with the recordings ahead of time.

This will allow you to focus all your attention on the technique itself when you start
to use this in bed at night, rather than being distracted by the newness of the sounds
on the MP3s.

If you just jump in at the deep end, the MP3s will be unfamiliar to you and may
inadvertently make you more alert as you listen to them.

Simply listen to the MP3s. Get to know them. You might even want to decide which
ones are your favourites while you listen, so that when you begin to use them in bed
you’ll be starting with what you like the most.

So just listen the MP3s whenever you have a moment. Put them on a CD and listen
while you drive. Go to the members’ are of the Instant Panic Relief program and
listen while you surf the net. Play them in the background as you do chores.

Just use them, get familiar with them, and in a few days’ time you’ll be all set to
move onto the technique itself.
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T H E P R E - S L E E P S H U T D O W N
A C T I O N S T E P S

The entire technique is pretty simple once you’re familiar with it, and it’s made up of
just 5 steps.

Okay, let’s get into it!

Step #1: Get The Basics Right First

The first step to getting the Pre-Sleep Shutdown working for you is to make sure
you’re getting the basics of sleep right.

And for that, you already know what to do.

The first section of this book, Sleep Clinic, was all about getting the basics of sleep
right so that you had an ideal foundation to build on. If you can stick to some or all of
the guidelines you learned in the Sleep Clinic section, everything else you do will
work many times better.

So before you jump into the Pre-Sleep Shutdown, make sure you’ve already gone
through the Sleep Clinic section and that you’re following as many of those
guidelines as possible.

I’d suggest you spend at least a few days, perhaps as long as a week, getting to grips
with everything in the Sleep Clinic. After a few days or a week, you’ll be in great
shape to move onto the Pre-Sleep Shutdown.

When you’re in a comfortable routine with the Sleep Clinic, move onto step #2.

Step #2: Be Prepared

To be able to perform the technique that you’re going to learn in this section of the
book, you’re going to need to be prepared.

By “prepared,” I mean you’re going to have to get all your pre-bed stuff taken care of
so that you don’t need to get back up afterwards.
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The Pre-Sleep Shutdown is designed to get you in a place of calm, stress-free
relaxation so that you can go immediately to sleep. If you have to get back up out of
bed after you perform this technique it defeats the purpose of the exercise
completely!

So you’re going to want to do everything that needs to be done.

This will include things like taking your bath or shower, locking up the house, getting
pets in or out, getting a drink of water ready to have on your bedside table, and so
on.

You know what you do and what you need to do before you go to bed. Make sure it’s
all done in advance so that once you’re in bed there’s absolutely nothing to do but go
to sleep.

In addition to the things and routines you normally have to do before you go to bed,
you might find there are a few new ones to add in order to make use of this
technique.

For example, you’re going to need something to play the relaxation recordings on
while you’re in bed, so preparing to go to bed will now also involve getting your MP3
player, your CD player, or your computer or laptop ready to go with you.

When I get to steps #3 and #4 in a moment, and you can see what the technique
involves, you’ll be able to see what you’re going to need to do to get prepared for
bed.

By the way, don’t start panicking about this technique being complex.

It just seems that way because I’m explaining it in such detail. I like to leave nothing
unclear, so I’d rather over explain than leave you wondering what I meant.

So don’t worry, the technique itself is really pretty simple.

Step #3: A Slow And Gentle Start

To begin using this technique, it really helps to ease into it.

So rather than jumping into bed and following a bunch of steps and hoping it works,
it makes much more sense to start gently and gradually immerse yourself.

Think of it like easing your body into a hot bath.
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If you feel it will be better for you, you can skip this step and jump straight into step
#4, which is where I show you the exact actions you need to take to use the Pre-
Sleep Shutdown.

But I’m going to recommend that each night you use this technique you begin by
doing what I’ll explain in this 3rd step.

So here goes.

• Get your relaxation CD all cued up and ready to go

• Do everything else you would normally do before going to
bed so you don’t have to get up again

• Get into bed, start your chosen relaxation recording, and
turn out the lights

• Lie in bed for 5 or 10 minutes just listening to the sounds in
the recording

• Don’t consciously do anything - just listen to the sounds
and let your mind do whatever it wants

This 3rd step is designed to be a perfect transition to take you from being up and out
of bed to being in bed, ready to relax and look for sleep.

Doing this 3rd step will make the action steps for the technique itself much easier to
do, and it will make them far more likely to work for you.

Now that you know how to ease yourself into the Pre-Sleep Shutdown, let’s get to
the technique itself.

Step #4: Using The Pre-Sleep Shutdown

This 4th step is the technique itself.

It will be the longest step in this section, because I’ll be walking you through exactly
what you need to do to make use of the Pre-Sleep Shutdown.

The aim of this step, and of the technique itself, is to prepare for sleep.
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When you successfully use this technique, it will be what you use every night to
transition from the time when you get into bed, to the time when you actually try to
go to sleep.

When you exercise, first you stretch. And from now on when you sleep, first you’ll
use the Pre-Sleep Shutdown.

This entire technique is simply a combination of mindfulness meditation and the
relaxation recordings.

There have been entire books written on the subject of mindfulness meditation, but
we don’t need anywhere near that level of understanding to make use of it.

If mindfulness meditation is new to you, let me explain very briefly what it is and
how it works.

“Mindfulness” is the calm awareness of yourself: your body, your mind, your
thoughts, your breathing, and so on.

It’s simply being “in-tune” with yourself on as many levels as possible.

Like I said, there have been many books written on the subject, and it’s something
that you can study on a very deep level. But for the purposes of this section of the
book, a simple understanding is all you need.

Now that you know that mindfulness mediation is, you can start to get a better
picture of the Pre-Sleep Shutdown.

The technique is essentially listening to the relaxation recordings while you attempt
to get as “aware” as you can about every part of you, inside and out.

Describing this technique is a little tricky, because mindfulness works best when it’s
effortless and when you don’t have to think about it.

Luckily, though, once you’ve tried it a few times it will be as natural to you as
breathing.

When you begin to use the technique itself, you should already have been doing the
previous step for 5 minutes or so. The previous step was the one that asked you to
simply lie in bed while you listen to your chosen relaxation recording.

Performing that previous step makes the Pre-Sleep Shutdown far easier to slip into.
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So at this stage, when you will have been lying peacefully in bed for 5 minutes
listening to the relaxation recording, you’ll want to softly and gently transition into
the mindfulness meditation.

The relaxation recording is already playing at this stage, and has been for a few
minutes, so that takes care of itself.

Now you’ll want to begin becoming aware of as much of yourself as you can.

To begin with, use your breathing as a focal point.

Don’t alter your breathing, don’t speed it up or slow it down, don’t make it more
shallow or less shallow. Just become aware of it.

Become aware of the sound your breath makes as it enters and exits your body.
Become aware of the way your breath feels as it enters and exits your body. Become
aware of the way your chest rises and falls as you breathe in and out.

And all the while, the relaxation recording is playing.

You may be aware of the sounds playing on the recording, or you might be focused
so well on your breathing that you’re not aware of those sounds. Either way, they’re
playing, and a part of you is hearing them.

As you focus on your breathing as the sounds play, begin to become aware of what
you’re thinking.

Again, don’t try to have specific thoughts, and don’t try to stop thoughts you’d rather
not have. Just “watch” them and focus on them, just as you’re also doing with your
breathing.

Mindfulness meditation is all about being aware of yourself without judgement.

So at this stage, you should be gently aware of the sounds on the recording, your
breathing, and your thoughts (whatever your thoughts happen to be).

Just settle in this situation for a minute or two.

The sounds, your breathing, your thoughts, keeping track of them all, without
judgement, without effort, watching everything like it was on TV and you have no
impact on anything that’s happening.
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Important: One of the reasons that mindfulness meditation works so well when you
have anxiety is that it takes the responsibility off of you. When you become aware of
all these things and don’t try to change or affect any of them, all the pressure is off
you and you just accept how you feel and what you think. As you get better at this
technique, you’ll find it can be a truly wonderful experience.

After settling for a minute or two, as I just suggested you do a moment ago, you’re
going to make your final shift in this technique.

Now, instead of focusing on your breathing, the sounds, and your thoughts, you’re
going to focus entirely on your breathing. To help you do this, you’re going to
introduce counting.

You’re simply going to breathe in and breathe out and count 1. Then you’re going to
breathe in and breathe out and count 2. And so on, until you get to 10 (count in your
head, not out loud).

Then you’re going to return to 1 and repeat the process.

Counting gives your mind something to do, it grounds you, and that makes focusing
entirely on your breathing much easier to do.

From time to time your mind is going to wander and you’ll lose track of your
breathing and counting. When this happens, don’t be annoyed, don’t be
judgemental. Simply return to 1 again and continue.

When you notice that your mind has wondered it’s actually a moment of awareness,
and that’s what you want. It’s a good thing.

It’s important to point out that you shouldn’t alter your breathing in any way as you
count. Don’t try to breathe slower or deeper. Just breathe as you normally would,
but with awareness.

There are no set times you should do any stage of this technique. It’s all down to you
and how you feel in the moment.

But I’d suggest you stay in this final “counting” stage for around 5 minutes.

Simply do it until your mind feels like it’s “shutdown,” which is something you’ll
almost certainly feel happen.

As soon as you notice that sensation, move onto the 5th and final step.
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Step #5: Winding Down And Looking For Sleep

When you reach that moment where you feel your mind “shutdown,” it’s time to
stop the Pre-sleep Shutdown.

With as little fuss as possible, simply stop the recording that’s playing, place anything
such as an MP3 player or CD player beside your bed or on the floor, and go to sleep.

It just so happens that the next section of this book tells you exactly what to do at
this stage, so once you’ve gone through the section that follows you’ll know what to
do when you get to this moment.

Even if you’ve not yet gone through the section that follows, using what you’ve
learned in this Pre-Sleep Shutdown section will still produce excellent results for you
and your sleep.

So feel free to start using it immediately, even if you’ve not yet gone through the
following section.
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HOW TO
GO TO SLEEP
No one ever teaches you how to go to sleep, and that’s normally fine. Most people
can go to sleep anytime they want with no hassle or fuss.

But what happens when you can’t go to sleep?

No one has ever taught you how to go to sleep, so you have nothing to fall back on,
no method to use, no techniques to save you.

In this “How To Go To Sleep” section, I’ll be showing you exactly what to do so that
you can go to sleep anytime you want, without stress, without worry, without
anxiety.

And as a bonus, when you learn the techniques in this section, you’ll even start to
enjoy the process of going to sleep. Those 5, 10, or 15 minutes between when you
want to go to sleep and when you actually fall asleep will become pleasurable.

You’ll even start looking forward to going to bed.

The ideas you’ll learn in this section are based entirely on two things: breathing, and
adopting specific, sleep-inducing positions. That doesn’t mean that you have to
change the way you sleep. You can sleep in any position that you like (whatever
works best for you is always the best choice).

The positions I’ll show you are purely to get your body and mind in a sleep-friendly
state, and from there you can move to lying in whatever position works best for you
to fall asleep.

The techniques I’ll be showing you in this section are my own, but I wanted to give
some credit to the book that inspired them.

The book’s called “The Insomnia Solution.” It’s written by Michael Krugman.
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It was that book that inspired the techniques you’ll learn in this section, which I
created several years ago to help me overcome my terrible sleeping problems that
were caused by my anxiety.

Back then I tried everything I could think of to stop my insomnia and my sleeping
problems in general. I was frustrated, because absolutely nothing seemed to help.

But when I adjusted some of the ideas I’d come across in the book I just mentioned
and combined them with the ideas I’d learned in mindfulness meditation, things
finally started improving.

The results of my experiments with all those techniques are what follow. And I want
you to know that they work - for me, for you, for anyone.

The people I’ve shown these ideas to who are willing to put them into practice
achieve incredible results, and the positive impact it has on anxiety can be just as
incredible.

Sleep is unimaginably important when you want to overcome anxiety. Keep that in
mind as you go through all these ideas on sleep, particularly those in this “How To Go
To Sleep” section.

Mini-Moves Before Sleep

That book I mentioned a moment ago, The Insomnia Solution, is based largely on
something the author calls “mini-moves.” These are specific positions and
movements that the author believes induces sleep.

The positions that I’ll be showing you in this section are all my own, but since they’re
all inspired by that book I thought it would only be right to continue calling them
“mini moves.”

I’ll be showing you 3 of my own mini-moves.

These are the most basic and effective movements I created, and I believe they’ll
work for anyone who tries them.

You’re going to be using these 3 mini-moves in cycles as you try to sleep. You’ll
perform the first mini-move for a minute or two, then you’ll perform the second
mini-move for a minute or two, and then finally you’ll perform the 3rd mini-move for
a minute or two.
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You will then simply try to go to sleep.

If in a few minutes you aren’t fast asleep, you’re going to repeat the 3 mini-moves
again, and then try for sleep a second time.

And that’s essentially how this technique works. You perform the 3 mini-moves in
order, you try to sleep, and you repeat this cycle until you’re fast asleep.

The mini-moves have been designed, originally by the author of The Insomnia
Solution and then by me, to induce sleep. Each time you perform them they lull you
closer towards sleep. If you keep performing the cycle it’s impossible for you not to
drift into a deep, relaxing sleep.

The 3 Mini-Moves

I’m going to quickly explain each of the mini-moves. They’re all simple and easy to
perform, so you should be up and running on the very first night you try these.

Okay, onto the moves themselves.

Mini-Move #1: Clasped, Chest, and Slide

To perform this mini-move you need to lie on your back.

Your body should be straight, your legs should be together, and your knees shouldn’t
be bent. You should almost look the way you would if you were standing up, except
you’re lying flat in your bed.

When you’re in this position, bring your hands up and place them on your chest with
your fingers interlocked. This should leave you with your hands gently clasped on
your chest and your elbows resting gently on the bed by your sides.

This is the starting position for this mini-move.

Now comes the “move” itself, which is very discreet. From the starting position,
you’re going to very slowly and very lightly begin sliding your clasped hands down
your chest.

You should do this so slowly that someone watching you might not even see the
movement.
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Continue to slide your clasped hands together down your chest until they’re all the
way down to your belly button.

When your hands get to your belly button the mini-move is complete. The entire
movement should have taken you about 2 minutes to perform.

During the time you’re performing this mini-move, you should be focused on your
breathing. Similarly to the mindfulness meditation technique in the previous section
of this book, you should focus your mind delicately on each in and out breath.

If it helps, you can count your breaths, but it isn’t required.

Complete the mini-move as I’ve described, and focus on your breathing as you do so.
That’s mini-move #1, “Clasped, Chest, and Slide.”

Mini-Move #2: Fingers and Circles

The 3 mini-moves you’re learning in this section of the book are designed to be used
in a specific order, so this one should follow the first mini-move.

At the end of the first mini-move you’ll be lying very straight in bed with your hands
clasped over your belly button.

From this position you should bend your legs slightly into any position that feels
comfortable. Adjust yourself slightly and take a few seconds to settle.

Separate your clasped hands and place one on top of the other, almost like you had
them resting in your lap.

With the hand that’s on top, you’re going to move your index finger (your first finger)
in very slow and gentle circles on the back of the hand that’s underneath.

Make the circles fairly small, almost like you were moving it around the edge of a
coin.

Your finger can move in any direction, but don’t change direction.

As you trace small, gentle circles on the back of your hand with your index finger,
once again center your mind on your breathing.

Count your breaths if you like, or just simply focus on it.
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Continue this mini-move for a minute or two - an exact time isn’t important. Just long
enough that the movement starts to develop a hypnotic quality. You’ll know when
the time is right.

And then it’s time to move onto mini-move #3.

Mini-Move #3: The Head Roll

This is the 3rd and final mini-move, and should immediately follow mini-move #2.

At the end of the 3nd mini-move, you’ll be lying on your back with your legs in any
relaxed, comfortable position, and your hands still loosely on your stomach.

From this position, draw your legs slightly up towards your body and gently roll all of
your body onto its side (whichever side is more comfortable).

Important: Don’t roll your head with your body. Roll your entire body onto its side,
but leave you heard where it is so that you would be looking up at the ceiling if your
eyes were open.

This is the starting position for this final mini-move.

From this starting position, you’re going to very gently and very slowly roll your head
so that it’s also on its side, along with the rest of your body.

Roll your head in whichever way is most comfortable to you.

As you perform this mini-move, focus on your breathing as you have through each of
the previous mini-moves. Count your breaths or simply focus on them, whichever
works best for you.

Roll your head very slowly so the entire movement takes at least 60 seconds to
complete.

Putting It all Together

Here’s a quick, step-by-step plan on how to actually put these mini-moves into
action. I’d suggest that you try to be using as many of the ideas from the Sleep Clinic
and Pre-Sleep Shutdown sections before you move onto these mini-moves.
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• Take a minute or to get comfortable in bed in any position
you choose

• Get in the starting position for mini-move #1

• Perform mini-move #1

• Slowly and gently get into the starting position for mini-
move #2

• Perform mini-move #2

• Slowly and gently get into the starting position for mini-
move #3

• Perform mini-move #3

Once you reach this stage, you’re simply going to get into whatever position you
normally like to sleep in and go to sleep. Don’t fight it or force it. Just lie there and let
sleep find you.

If you’re still awake after 5 minutes, repeat the mini-move steps I’ve just given you
and then try for sleep again.

Each time you repeat this cycle you’ll be more and more likely to fall asleep, so don’t
worry if it takes a couple of tries. It will be worth it in the end, and the sleep you’ll fall
into will be the most calm and relaxed sleep you’ll have known in quite a while.


